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Stand In Steve Bloom
Bloom surrounds his leading man, Brooks Rattigan, with a hugely entertaining crew of friends,
enemies, and paramours. The action is fast-paced as Brooks’ brilliant scheme goes hilariously off
the rails.
The Stand-In by Steve Bloom - Goodreads
When Brooks overhears a classmate trying to find a date for his cousin to homecoming, he offers to
take her and becomes The Stand-In. He quits his job at the local sub shop, and what started out as
a onetime gesture of goodwill becomes a lucrative business.
Amazon.com: The Stand-In (9781512410235): Bloom, Steve: Books
About the Author Steve Bloom has written TV and movie screenplays for more than 30 years. The
Stand-In is his first novel. He lives in western Massachusetts with his wife and their French bulldog.
Amazon.com: The Stand-In (9781541514843): Bloom, Steve: Books
The Stand-in. (2016) A novel by Steve Bloom. The inspiration for the Netflix original film, The
Perfect Date! When Brooks volunteered to be a stand-in for Burdette's cousin who got stood up for
Homecoming, it was with the noblest of intentions—helping a fellow human being, free of charge.
The Stand-in by Steve Bloom - Fantastic Fiction
About the Author Steve Bloom has written TV and movie screenplays for more than 30 years. The
Stand-In is his first novel. He lives in western Massachusetts with his wife and their French bulldog.
The Stand-In by Steve Bloom, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
by Steve Bloom. Age Range: 14 - 17 ... Soon, Brooks is in the stand-in business, offering himself to
girls from affluent families for senior year’s most important social events. Complications come in
the form of two girls: Celia Lieberman, a girl with overbearing parents, and Shelby Pace, a socialite
goddess. ...
THE STAND-IN by Steve Bloom | Kirkus Reviews
When Brooks overhears a classmate trying to find a date for his cousin to homecoming, he offers to
take her and becomes The Stand-In. He quits his job at the local sub shop, and what started out as
a onetime gesture of goodwill becomes a lucrative business.
The Stand-In by Steve Bloom (2016, Hardcover) for sale ...
About Steve Bloom: Steve Bloom is a screenwriter whose credits include James and the Giant Peach
and The Sure Thing.. Steve Bloom is the author of The St...
Steve Bloom (Author of The Stand-In) - Goodreads
Steve Bloom A screenwriter for TV and movies, Steve Bloom attended Brown University and the
graduate film production program at the University of Southern California School of Cinematic Arts.
Among his produced credits are the films “The Sure Thing,” “Tall Tale” and “James and the Giant
Peach.” “The Stand-In” is his first novel.
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The Perfect Date is a 2019 American teen romantic comedy film, directed by Chris Nelson from a
screenplay by Steve Bloom and Randall Green. It is based on the novel The Stand-In by Steve
Bloom, published by Carolrohda Lab in October 2017. The film stars Noah Centineo, Laura Marano,
Camila Mendes, Odiseas Georgiadis and Matt Walsh.
The Perfect Date - Wikipedia
The Stand-In Steve Bloom The inspiration for the Netflix original film, The Perfect Date!When Brooks
volunteered to be a stand-in for Burdette's cousin who got stood up for Homecoming, it was with
the noblest of intentions—helping a fellow human being, free of charge.
Steve Bloom » Read Free From Internet
Steve Bloom (VI) Writer | Music Department + Add or change photo on IMDbPro » Contribute to
IMDb. Add a bio, trivia, and more. Update information for Steve Bloom » Born: Buffalo, New York,
USA.
Steve Bloom - IMDb
The Stand-In by Steve Bloom. Overview - The inspiration for the Netflix original film, The Perfect
Date When Brooks volunteered to be a stand-in for Burdette's cousin who got stood up for
Homecoming, it was with the noblest of intentions--helping a fellow human being, free of charge.
But when he gets a tip of more than three hundred bucks, word ...
The Stand-In by Steve Bloom - Books-A-Million
Check out this great listen on Audible.com. When Brooks volunteered to be a stand-in for Burdette's
cousin who got stood up for homecoming, it was with the noblest of intentions - helping a fellow
human being, free of charge. But when he gets a tip of more than 300 bucks, word spreads quickly
and ...
The Stand-In (Audiobook) by Steve Bloom | Audible.com
The Stand-In by Steve Bloom is set to hit the stores October 1 st. It’s a hilarious rom-com, an
antidote to some of the grimmer YAs out there, about blue-collar Brooks Rattigan, who becomes a
stand-in date for the daughters of the elite who don’t have anyone to take them to the milestone
parties of senior year.
Q&A with Steve Bloom, author of THE STAND-IN
The Stand-In By Steve Bloom A hilarious and charming story about a working-class kid who rents
himself out as a (completely platonic) stand-in date for the socially awkward but wealthy in order to
earn money for college, by the screenwriter of the classic teen movie "A Sure Thing
The Stand-In - Books - Welcome to Walker Books Australia
Steve Bloom.JPG Screenwriter and author Steve Bloom of Amherst "The Stand-In" is Steve Bloom's
debut book, and of course the Amherst writer hopes it is going to be a stand-out read for young
adults...
'The Stand-In' from Amherst screenwriter Steve Bloom ...
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